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Abstract
Developing machine learning algorithms for
natural language processing (NLP) applications is inherently an iterative process, involving a continuous refinement of the choice of
model, engineering of features, selection of inference algorithms, search for the right hyperparameters, and error analysis. Existing probabilistic program languages (PPLs) only provide
partial solutions; most of them do not support
commonly used models such as matrix factorization or neural networks, and do not facilitate
interactive and iterative programming that is
crucial for rapid development of these models.
In this demo we introduce W OLFE, a stack designed to facilitate the development of NLP applications: (1) the W OLFE language allows the
user to concisely define complex models, enabling easy modification and extension, (2) the
W OLFE interpreter transforms declarative machine learning code into automatically differentiable terms or, where applicable, into factor
graphs that allow for complex models to be
applied to real-world applications, and (3) the
W OLFE IDE provides a number of different
visual and interactive elements, allowing intuitive exploration and editing of the data representations, the underlying graphical models,
and the execution of the inference algorithms.
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Introduction

Machine learning has become a critical component
of practical NLP systems, however designing and
training an appropriate, accurate model is an iterative and time-consuming process for a number of reasons. First, initial intuitions that inform model design

(such as which features to use) are often inaccurate,
requiring incremental model tweaking based on performance. Even if the model is accurate, the final
performance depends quite critically on the choice of
the algorithms and their hyper-parameters. Further,
bugs that are introduced by the user may not even be
reflected directly in the performance (such as a feature computation bug may not degrade performance).
All these concerns are further compounded due to the
variety of approaches commonly used in NLP, such
as conditional random fields (Sutton and McCallum,
2007), Markov random networks (Poon and Domingos, 2007), Bayesian networks (Haghighi and Klein,
2010), matrix factorization (Riedel et al., 2013), and
Deep learning (Socher et al., 2013).
Probabilistic programming languages (PPLs), by
closing the gap between traditional programming
and probabilistic modeling, go a long way in aiding
quick design and modification of expressive models1 .
However, creating accurate machine learning models
using these languages remains challenging. Of the
probabilistic programming languages that exist today,
no language can easily express the variety of models
used in NLP, focusing instead on a restricted set of
modeling paradigms, for example, Markov logic networks can be models by Alchemy (Richardson and
Domingos, 2006), Bayesian generative networks by
Church (Goodman et al., 2008), undirected graphical models by Factorie (McCallum et al., 2009), and
so on. Further, these toolkits are only restricted to
model design and inference execution, and do not
provide the appropriate debugging and interactive
1

For a comprehensive list of PPLs, see http://
probabilistic-programming.org/.
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Figure 1: Overview of the W OLFE Stack.

visualization tools required for developing such models in practice. Due to these concerns, probabilistic programming has not found significant adoption
in natural language processing, and application of
machine learning to NLP still consists either of arduously designing, debugging, and iterating over a
variety of models, or more commonly, giving up and
using the first model that is “good enough”.
In this demo, we introduce our probabilistic programming toolkit W OLFE (Riedel et al., 2014) that
aids in the iterative design of machine learning models for NLP applications. The underlying probabilistic programming language can be used to concisely express a wide range of models, including
undirected graphical models, matrix factorization,
Bayesian networks, neural networks, and further, its
modular nature allows combinations of these modeling paradigms. We additionally present an easy-touse IDE for the interactive designing of NLP models,
consisting of an interactive and visual presentation
of structured data, graphical models, and inference
execution. Using the W OLFE language and IDE can
thus enable the users to quickly create, debug, and
iterate on complex models and inference.
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Overview of the W OLFE Stack

The overall goal of the demo will be to guide users
in creating complex graphical models using an easyto-use mathematical language for defining models,
and in performing learning and inference for the created model using an IDE. Figure 1 summarizes the
overview of the W OLFE stack, consisting of the language and the visualization that form the user-facing
interface, with the interpreter and efficient learning
and inference engine as the back-end.

Figure 2: Implementation of various matrix and tensor factorization models in W OLFE.
2.1

Declarative Modeling Language

Existing PPLs primarily focus on a single representation for the probabilistic models, and either do not
support, or provide only inefficient implementations
for other kinds of machine learning models. Thus a
practitioner either has to write her own customized
implementation of the models she is trying to explore,
or decide apriori on the family of models she will be
restricted to; both undesirable options. Instead, we
introduce a probabilistic programming language that
is universal in its expression of models, yet allows
for efficient implementations of these models.
The design of the W OLFE language is inspired
by the observation that most machine learning algorithms can be formulated in terms of scalar functions
(such as distributions and objectives/losses), search
spaces (such as the universe of possible labels) and a
small set of mathematical operations such as maximization, summation and expectations that operate
on these functions and spaces. Using this insight, a
program in W OLFE consists of a declarative description of the machine learning algorithm in terms of
implementations of these scalar functions, definitions
of the search spaces, and the use of appropriate operators on these. For example, named-entity recognition
tagging using conditional random fields consists of
a scalar function that defines the model score using
a dot product between the parameters and the sum
of node and edge features, while inference using this
model involves finding the label sequence that has
the maximum model score over all label sequences.
The focus on scalar functions as building blocks
allows for rapid prototyping of a large range of ma-

chine learning models. For instance, there exist a
variety of matrix and tensor factorization methods for
knowledge base population that have a succinct, unified mathematical formulation (Nickel et al., 2015).
In W OLFE these models can be easily implemented
with a few lines of code. See Figure 2 for examples
of a Tucker2 decomposition, TransE (Bordes et al.,
2013), and Riedel et al. (2013)’s feature model (F),
entity model (E), and combination of the two (FE),
either based on a log likelihood or Bayesian Personalized Ranking (Rendle et al., 2009) objective.
2.2

Interpreter, and Efficient Implementations

In W OLFE users write models using a domainspecific-language that supports a wide range of mathematical expressions. The W OLFE interpreter then
evaluates these expressions. This is non-trivial as
expressions usually contain operators such as the
argmax functions which are, in general, intractable
to compute. For efficient evaluation of W OLFE programs our interpreter compiles W OLFE expressions
into representations that enable efficient computation in many cases. For example, for terms that involve maximization over continuous search spaces
W OLFE generates a computation tree that supports
efficient forward and back-propagation for automatic
differentiation. Likewise, when maximizing over discrete search spaces, W OLFE constructs factor graphs
that support efficient message passing algorithm such
as Max-Product or Dual Decomposition. Crucially,
due to the compositional nature of W OLFE, discrete
and continuous optimization problems can be nested
to support a rich class of structured prediction objectives. In such cases the interpreter constructs
nested computational structures, such as a factor
graph within a back-propagation graph.
2.3

Visual and Interactive IDE

In this demonstration, we present an integrated developing, debugging and visualization toolkit for machine learning for NLP. The IDE is based on the readeval-print loop (REPL) to allow quick iterations of
writing and debugging, and consists of the following
elements: (1) Editor (read): Users define the model
and inference in the declarative, math-like language
described in Section 2.1 using a syntax highlighted
code editor. (2) Build Automation (eval): The use of
the interpreter as described in the previous section

to provide efficient code that is executed. (3) Debugging/Visualization (print): Our tool presents the
underlying factor graph as an interactive UI element
that supports clicking, drag and drop, hover, etc. to
explore the structure and the factors of the model.
We visualize the results of inference in a graphical
manner that adapts to the type of the result (bar charts
for simple distributions, shaded maps for matrix-like
objects, circles/arrows for NLP data types, etc.). For
further fine-grained debugging, we can also surface
intermediate results from inference, for example, visualizing the messages in belief propagation for each
edge in the factor graph.

3

Demo Outline

The overall objective of the demo is for users to design, debug, and modify a machine learning model
for an NLP application, starting from scratch. The
demo takes the user through all the steps of loading
data, creating an initial model, observing the output errors, modifying the model accordingly, and
rerunning to see the errors fixed: the complete set of
steps often involved in real-life application of ML for
NLP. We provide pre-built functions for the menial
tasks, such as data loading and feature computation
functions, leaving the more interesting aspects of
model design to the user. Further, we include an
“open-ended” option for interested users to develop
arbitrary models. Based on their interest or area of expertise, the user has an option of investigating any (or
all) of the following applications: (1) sequence tagging using CRFs, (2) relational learning using MLNs,
(3) matrix factorization for relation extraction, and
(4) dependency parsing (for advanced users). Each
of these are similar in the overall “script”, differing
in the data, models, and inference algorithms used;
we describe the steps of the demo using the CRF
example. All of the demo applications are available
online at http://wolfe.ml/demos/nlp.
1. The first step of the demo allows the user to
read as input a standard dataset of the task, and
visualize instances in an easy-to-read manner. In
Figure 3a for example, we show two sentences
read for the purpose of sequence tagging.
2. The user then defines an initial model for the
task, which is visualized as a factor graph for

(a) Data Loading

(a) Modify the Model (add skip edge)

(b) Fixed Prediction

Figure 4: Debugging Loop: The remaining steps of the
(b) Initial Model

(c) Error in Prediction

Figure 3: Model Creation and Evaluation: An example instance of the demo showing the creation steps, including the loading and visualization of the sentences,
designing and presentation of a linear chain CRF, and
Viterbi decoding for the sentences.

the purpose of debugging the model definition.
The initial model for sequence tagging is a simple linear chain, defined and visualized for a
sentence in Figure 3b.
3. The user writes the declarative definition of inference, and makes predictions of the input data.
The predictions are appropriately visualized, al-

iterative development, consisting of modification of the
model to fix the error from Figure 3c by adding a skipfactor to the original model, and confirming the inference
in the skip-chain model results in the correct prediction.

lowing the user to detect mistakes (for example,
the incorrect NER tag of location to “Denver”
in Figure 3c).
4. The user then modifies the model (adding a skipfactor in Figure 4a) that will likely correct the
mistake. The modified model is then visualized
to confirm it is correct. (Optionally, the user can,
at any point, visualize the execution of the inference to confirm the modifications as well, for
example Figure 4a shows the state of messages
in belief propagation.)
5. On the execution of the model, the user confirms that the original error has been fixed, for
example the skip factor allows the correct tag of
person for “Denver” in Figure 4b.

4

Conclusions

This demo describes W OLFE, a language, interpreter,
and an IDE for easy, iterative development of complex machine learning models for NLP applications.
The language allows concise definition of the models and inference by using universal, mathematical
syntax. The interpreter performs program analysis
on the user code to automatically generate efficient
low-level code. The easy-to-use IDE allows the user
to iteratively write and execute such programs, but
most importantly supports intuitive visualizations of
structured data, models, and inference to enable users
to understand and debug their code. The demo thus
allows a user to design, debug, evaluate, and modify
complex machine learning models for a variety of
NLP applications.
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